Proudly bilingual, rigorously pluralistic, the McGill BCL/LLB program broke the mold for legal education in our fast-paced, globalized world. Our students learn legal concepts comparatively – through the lens of the common law and the civil law – with Indigenous legal traditions and perspectives from legal traditions the world over incorporated into our unique approach to teaching law.

Wherever you are headed, McGill will take you there.

If you come to McGill and dive right into it, embrace this radical idea of legal pluralism, and transsystemia, you are setting yourself up for a lifetime of broadened horizons in Law. You are making yourself incredibly agile, and adaptable, through the permanent sense of intellectual curiosity that McGill fosters. ”

David Sandomierski, Class of 2008, Former clerk to the Chief Justice, Assistant Professor at Western University’s Faculty of Law
Study at the **BEST STUDENT CITY in the world**

The dynamic city of Montreal has been called “half-Brooklyn, half-Paris.” It is a safe, clean, and affordable city with a distinctly vibrant cultural life and an unparalleled openness and joie de vivre, making it a place like no other in North America.

**BCL/LLB Program at a GLANCE**

- Two law degrees received upon completion of the program: LLB (equivalent to a JD) and BCL.
- 3, 3.5, or 4 years of full-time studies.
- Approche intégrée qui combine le droit civil, la common law et des traditions juridiques autochtones.
- Hands-on, practice-oriented integration workshops and Focus weeks and small group learning and problem-solving focus.
- Grande diversité de possibilités d’apprentissage pratique : cliniques juridiques, postes d’auxiliaires, stages internationaux en droits de la personne, programmes d’échange.
- Joint programs with Social Work (BCL/LLB-MSW) and Business (BCL/LLB-MBA) as well as majors, minors and honours programs.
- Competitive tuition for domestic students.

**Indigenous Presence**

- Funding available to help Indigenous students meet the bilingualism (Fr/En) requirements for admission.
- Indigenous applicants invited to self-identify and upload additional documents with their admissions application.
- First Nations, Inuit and Métis persons are strongly encouraged to apply to the Faculty of Law. Visit our website to find out about our services and funding opportunities to support Indigenous applicants.

**Indigenous applicants invited to self-identify and upload additional documents with their admissions application.**

---

**McGill is committed to bolstering the place of Indigenous legal traditions in legal education at the Faculty, as well as supporting Indigenous students who consider applying at McGill.**

- Indigenous legal traditions incorporated in many courses.
- Promoting teaching and research on Indigenous legal traditions.
- Internships and legal clinic opportunities in Indigenous communities and organizations.
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